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Bowling Green, Ohio

Faculty Senate
affirms charter
amendment vote

Tournament Time

by Michael Zawackl
editorial editor

senate were in amending the
academic charter.
Muego said he had been in conFaculty senators may have left tact with Betty van der Smissen,
Tuesday's special meeting be- now a professor at Michigan
lieving it was a waste of their State University, who had been
time.
the University faculty senate
chairwoman during the last charSenate
chairman Benter revision during the 1984-85
jamin Muego
term.
believed othIn a fax, van der Smissen said
erwise.
the nature of the two-third vote
in a previous section dealing with
After much
debate, motionpolicies was specified and if limitations were intended on the
ing, tabling and
voting, the senate, by a rather
Faculty Senate
large margin,
voted to affirm the Senate ExecSEC/Olscamp decision
utive Committee and University
President Paul Olscamp's joint
interpretation of the two-thirds
</ Faculty senators voted to affirm
vote when amending the acathe Senate Executive Committee
demic charter.
"Although at first blush it
and
President Paul Olscamp's joint
might seem like the senate did
not accomplish anything in yes- interpretation of the two-thirds vole
terday's special meeting, it actually accomplished a lot," Muego rule.
said.
S Rule now requires a two-thirds
The SEC/Olscamp decision
clarified that proposed amend- vote when amending the academic
ments require a two-thirds vote charter.
of the entire senate body and not
</ The affirmation will alleviate
just those present at a given
meeting.
the need to spend more time
Muego said Tuesday's senate
affirmation of the two-third vote discussing vote count during a
will alleviate the need to spend
any more time discussing vote senate meeting.

Sophomore guard Jenny Kullcs makes a pass around Ball State's
Dlanne McConnell during the women's basketball team's first
round game of the Mid-American Conference Tournament. The

count during a senate meeting.
"Now all voting on charter
amendments will be based on today's ruling," Muego said. "We've set the ground work for charter amendments yet to come."
Senators debated what the legislative intent and history of the

Thf BG Ncwi/Koi. Wtltzotr
Falcons host the first round of the NCAA Tournament against
Cretan ton tonight at 7:30 p.m.

amendments' two-third vote it
would have been specified.
"It was not an oversight on the
part of the drafting body," van
der Smissen wrote. "It meant
See FACULTY, page five.

Posse to cross Bill supports victim's rights
campus to aid
escort service
by Tara Slubbs
News staff writer

by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer
WFAL's Thursday morning
radio team "The Big Hairy Posse" will be running around campus in jockstraps today at 5:30
p.m. They will be running to raise
money for the campus escort
service.
Tom Bunyard, general manager at WFAL-AM, said the event
is going on for several reasons.
"First and foremost this is a
service for the campus escort
service," Bunyard said. "For $2
any student on campus can have
their names written on the runners' bodies. That money goes to
the campus escort service."
Bunyard also said he believes
that having the runners wear
only jockstraps is a way of showing support for the service. The
theme of the run is that you can
wear anything you want and still
be escorted by the campus escort, Bunyard said.
The cohosts of the show, Brian
D'Aurelio (Gleek the Space Monkey) and Joe Peiffer (The Friendly Fellow), said they hope to
change fashion on campus.
"Nakedness is next to godliness," D'Aurelio said. "This program is designed to brea'' le
tension of the final week before
spring break. It's possible we

could change the style of fashion
quite a bit on this campus." The
jockstrap run was originally going to feature newly-elected Undergraduate Student Government President Jen Mathe and
Vice-President Bill Wilson, who
agreed to take part when they
both made guest appearances on
the "Big Hairy Posse Radio
Show" March 3.
However, both changed their
minds and decided to drop out of
the event Tuesday.
Mathe, who had originally said
she would participate because
she thought the run would help
USG become more well known
among the general student body,
said Tuesday the jock strap run
was not the image USG wanted
associated with it.
D'Aurelio, who will be a USG
at-large senator in the fall, said
he was disappointed Mathe and
Wilson dropped out.

H

iy Nicole Pankueri
News contributing writer
In honor of St. Patrick's Day,
the Cystic Flbrosifl Foundation
of Northwest Ohio has bees
selling green carnations and
green lollipops for $1 each to
support the foundation's

The run will begin at 5:30 p.m.
with the participants emerging
from West Hall. They will then
run past the front of the Union on
the way to McDonald.

In its 12th year of sponsoring
this event, the foundation will
try to sell $31,000 worth of
Items within 48 to 72 hours.
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quire that the victim be informed
on any motion to delay the prosecution and the prosecutor would
have to inform the court regarding the victim's position on the
delay.
Victims would have the opportunity to be present whenever
the defendant is present during
any critical stage of the criminal
case. The legislation would provide for a pretrial conference between the victim and prosecutor
and consultation with the victim
during the presentence investigation.
"It is important to remember
the victim is a human being, not
simply an element of the process," Montgomery said. "The
extent of any physical, psychological or emotional harm suffered

by the victim oftentimes can only
be truly conveyed by the victim.
Consistent with the defendant's
right for a defense, the victim
should and must be granted the
opportunity to be heard."

To protect victims, the legislation would require that unwanted
contact between the victim, family and witnesses of the victim
and the defendant be minimized.
Personal information about the
victim such as address or telephone number would remain
confidential.
Montgomery said her legislation will help level the playing
Held by making victims' rights a
priority during the judicial process.

Foundation seeks support

"We're very disappointed that
they dropped out, but the show
will go on," D'Aurelio said.
"Maybe it's for the best. We don't
need anyone who waffles on their
promises."

INSIDE
NEWS

T

This week, the Senate judiciary
approved Senate Bill 186, which
would give crime victims the
right to be informed of the criminal's legal proceedings and
whereabouts.
With the victim's request the
prosecutor would be required to
notify the victim of the date, time
and place of the sentencing hearing, the defendant's conviction,
when the defendant files an appeal and the result of the appeal
and the estimated date of the defendant's release.
Senate Bill 186 is now in the
process of being referred to the
full senate for a vote.
The bill is based on the rec-

ommendations of the Ohio Criminal Sentencing Committee, of
which Sen. Betty Montgomery,
R-Perrysburg, is vice chairwoman.
The legislation would let crime
victims be informed of the criminal justice system by requiring
the law enforcement agency investigating the crime to notify
the victim at all critical stages of
the judicial process, including
arrest, the possibility of bail and
pret rial release of the defendant.
If the defendant were to escape
from a correction facility, is
released, dies, is being furloughed or is being considered
for a commutation or pardon the
victim would have to be given the
information if requested.
The legislation would also re-

Preganancy is a difficult
enough time, but when it
happens to a college student it can be even tousher.
Many adoption and counseling agencies have policies
to help make the choice of
adoption easier.
w Page 4.
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said Lynda Ackerman,
spokeswoman for the organization.
"This is the biggest moneymaker of the calendar year,"
Ackerman said.
In Bowling Green, about
three people have cystic flbrosis, Ackerman said. In Northwest Ohio there are about 11
cystic flbrosls patients, she
added.
"Cystic flbrosis is a genetic
disease that causes the body to

Walmart has given a
boost the the Bowling
Green economy, despite
claims from area businesses. This past month
marked the one vear an
niversary of Walmart's
grand opening in BG.
-■Pages.
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produce abnormally sticky
mucus that clogs the respiratory and digestive systems of the
body, and leaves patients unable to absorb nutrients and
battle recurring Infections,"
Ackerman said. "Patients cant
breathe and grow."
Although people are born
with this disease, it can masquerade as other diseases such
as asthma, chronic bronchitis
and allergies until the age of 9
or 10, she said.

The women's basketball
team will host Creighton in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament tonight at 7:30
I'm The women enter the
tournament ranked 24th in
the country.
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Once it is finally diagnosed, a
patient's average life span Is
about 26 years, Ackerman said.
The Wood County Health
Department also deals with
cystic flbrosis patients.
"Involved in an early detection program, the department tries to assess toddlers
and preschool children for
signs of undetected cystic flbrosis," said Sandy Ortman, •
nurse at the WCHD who assists
these patients.

Partly sunny. High
around 30. Northwest winds
10to20mph
Tonight, mostly clear.
Low in the lower teens.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 30s.
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Students must
support Falcons
Last weekend University athletics received an
embarrassing slap in the face.
Falcon Hockey were playing on home ice in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association's first round
of the playoffs. Both teams showed up to play, the
referees showed up to enforce the rules, the Zamboni
driver was there, but what happened to all of the
fans?
Just a little over 1400 fans showed up each night,
both crowds were season attendance lows, to cheer
our guys on to victory.
That's pretty sad.
For those students who don't know, the icers swept
Ferris State.
The icers now head to the CCHA Quarterfinal at
Joe Louis Arena and it is doubtful that many students
will be making the trip to cheer the team on to the
next stage of the playoffs.
University students do not realize how lucky they
are when it comes to access to sporting events. Students from Big Ten schools have to pay to watch
their teams play and their arenas and stadiums are
typically filled to capacity.
At Bowling Green State University students get to
attend all athletic events for free yet not many students ever show up during regular season play.
How very, very sad.
The BG News believes University students have
been lagging in their school spirit duties. The only
way the athletes on our teams will succeed is if there
are people on the other side cheering them on.
University students are lucky. They have the opportunity to redeem themselves as heralders of
school spirit.
The News asks for all available students to pack
Anderson Arena tomorrow night to cheer on our
Lady Falcons to an opening-round tournament victory.
If they win tomorrow they will advance further in
tournament play then they ever have before.
Don't let them face Creighton's lady hoopers alone.
They can't do it without the screams, cheers and
support of the fans.
At the time of press, today's game wasn't sold out
yet. Tickets may be worth $3 for students, but it's
worth it for the immense amount of thrills the Lady
Falcons will be giving back in return.
The BG News Staff
photo editor
sports editor
assistant photo editor
assistant sports editor
assistant sports editor
Insider managing editor
special projects editor
assistant special projects editor
copy chief
assistant copy chief
copy editor
copy editor
copy editor
copy editor
copy editor
administration reporter
faculty reporter
student government reporter
student life reporter
human diversity reporter
courts reporter
police reporter
city government reporter
general assignment reporter
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general assignment reporter
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Copyright ©1994 by The ou News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
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The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein arc not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
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Sunnier times are upon us
I feel a tremendous amount of
responsibility for the proper
maintainance of your sanity. You
see, my column is the "Humpday" column in the last week before spring break.
I could spend this space whining about Clinton's latest predicament or I could rip apart some
wacky political issue, but hey, I
don't really feel like it this week.
You deserve more (or less).
So, what are you doing for
spring break? Got a hot ticket to
the Keys, or maybe Cancun?
There's always the old stand-by;
good ol' Fort Lauderdale.
Me? Well, I decided to go home.
A simple decision, really, since
I'm pretty much on the broke
side. I'm going to spend some
quality time with my collie and
the T.V. Oh yeah. Mom and Dad
will probably be around somewhere.
I kind of wish I had money to
blow on warmth and palm trees.
I'll be lucky to scrape up gas
money to get to Columbus, my
home town. If I had the spare
cash, I'd be there, dude.
Being home won't be that bad.
A whole week to do my laundry
sounds pretty good.
This spring break thing has become quite a legendary time
period. You may want to exercise
some caution as to which
cameras you say "hi mom" to.
Your local stations will probably
be there reporting on all the hoopla down south. "Those crazy
kids," mom will say, until she realizes she used to change the
diapers of the guy holding the
bong.
Before you take off, you must
make a few preparations. Lots of
strange and unusual things hap-

and the TAs; I guess they deserve
a break, too.
However, I have a paper due on
Friday morning at 8:30, as well as
an exam in the same class. After
that, I have to work a couple of
hours, then I'm home free.
Yeah, this break thing has really thrown Bowling Green out of

Andrea
Wood
pen around a typical college
campus during the period before
this break of all breaks.
Students who normally wait
until the very last second to write
and type that ten-page paper are
in rare form. Months in advance,
they are busy on the phone,
reserving rooms, airline tickets
and rental cars. What is it that
changes chronic procrastinators
into virtual travel agents of
death? Even before the reservations, everyone has been looking
to improve upon a few things in
the interest of spring break.
Even though the sun has been
out four times so far in Bowling
Green this year, somehow students have managed to obtain
that perfect Coppertone tan. Getting a head start on that melanoma is a must if you plan on looking presentable in your new
thong.
I hope there is some sort of
screening process involved in the
purchasing of a "thong." Personally, they frighten me.
Speaking of thongs, professors
have been calling off classes this
week. No complaints here. I almost forgot about the professors

fight traffic and return, ready to
tackle the month and a half remaining in this year. The next
major stress will be finals week.
The next stress reliever will be
summer.
You have two more days until
you can take the plunge and chill,
or in my case, drive home.

I hope there is some sort of screening
process involved in the purchasing of a
"thong." Personally, they frighten me.
whack. A whole week of NOTHYou can literally feel the anticING. Seven whole days to waste. ipation. This week is winding up
Sand, surf, booze and babes
in slow motion. Hey, don't fret,
seems to be the typical item list
it's Wednesday. We're halfway
on the typical spring break
there. Let's just get past Humpagenda. No papers, no exams, no day, cruise through Thursday,
political correctness, just let it
and we're there. Nothingness.
all hang out. Maybe catch a wet
AAAAIIIIII
T-shirt contest or a hunk-a-thon
Before you pack up those extra
condoms, a little advice: drive
outside one of the many beachside bars. (Remember, I said no
carefully. Drink responsibly
political correctness.)
(meaning stick around friends
who won't paint a smiley face on
In the meantime, BG will feyour butt if you pass out). Don't
verishly await your return.
The bars here will be quiet, the take any credit cards with you.
dorms will be lonely. The tumMost of ail, watch out for fire
bleweeds will meander aimlessly ants, their sting hurts like hell
down the dusty, barren streets,
and they only live in warm cliblown by that incessant wind.
mates; a feature which may qualThen, come Monday, we will
ify them as superior beings.
explode this little burg bark into
Don't forget your sunscreen,
normalcy again.
we don't want you coming back
The f rat houses will glow and
looking like baked scrod.
the Union will be busy and crowFor those of you going home
ded. The lines at the Bursar will
(like me), spend some quality
extend once again to their usual
time with your parents. They
astronomical lengths.
arent going to outlive you, you
The thongs will be stuffed to
know.
the back of ye ol' underwear
I think I'm going to go fishing
drawer. Tired brain cells will
with my dad.
yawn and climb back onto their
little exercise wheels.
Andrea Wood is a weekly columnist for The BG News.
Refreshed and bright we will

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students submit
advice for
BG Klan rally
The BG News:
This letter is in response to the
recent controversy regarding a
possible rally being held by the
Ku Klux Klan in Bowling Green
in June of this year.
As a student of BGSU, and a
citizen of Northwest Ohio, I am
naturally very concerned about
the possibility of KKK members
coming to Bowling Green. I do
not care for the organization or
its convictions In any way.
However, I do realize the need
for a democracy to uphold its
constitution, which means, according to the First Amendment,
that every citizen of the U.S. has
a right to freedom of speech
While pondering the dilemma
of whether it is more important
to protect the First Amendment
or to keep KKK members as far
away from Bowling Green as
possible, an idea struck me.
Maybe it is an idea that has
already been thought of and disposed of for one reason or an-

other. However, I am compelled
to raise the issue nonetheless.
Although we are a democracy
that must uphold its laws and
constitutional beliefs, we are also
a democracy that believes in doing things democratically. I am
implying that by being a democracy, majority should rule above
everything. My Idea is the following: Why don't we call an election
in Wood County and have its residents vote on whether or not to
have the KKK hold their rally? If
the majority votes yes, then let
them come. However, if the
majority votes no, then can't we
deny the KKK its rally and still
be constitutionally faithful?
I have the utmost confidence in
the citizens of Wood County and
their decision-making skills and
feel that this Is an idea worth
considering.
Wendy Foumler
Spanish/Ethnic Studies
The BG Newt:
In response to the article
"County prepares for June Klan
rally," Smitherman said, "staying quiet and not attending the
rally Is the same as supporting

the Klan." We disagree with this
opinion. Attending the rally is
showing that you care about what
the Klan has to say and giving
them the audience and attention
they need. By going you are giving the Klan the satisfaction of
The BG News:
knowing that they have reached
The column entitled "A Confuand aggravated so many people.
sion About Names" is a good look
If everyone who opposes the
at sexism...but I think it brings
Klan stays home, who is the Klan up questions about the use of
going to talk to? If you attend the language, which relates to all the
rally, chances are the same riotother discriminating "isms."
ing will occur that happened in
Think about it.
Painesville that caused many
David Coehrs discusses the
arrests and thousands of dollars.
words "chick" and "bitch" that
Millions of people screaming at
people he knows uses to describe
the Klan will not make a differwomen. He thinks It's degrading,
ence to them or make them stop.
but he found a number of people,
Although we do not want the Klan including "chicks" and "bithere in Bowling Green, by law we ches," that didn't find it degradhave to let them speak. The most ing and accept it.
peaceful way to deal with the enThis, I believe, is one of the
tire situation is to just ignore
reasons our society can't get
them.
along. We accept terms others
think are degrading - how can
we define what is degrading?
Wendy Strand
Does it have to be degrading for
Junior
all.orjustafew? If afewobject
Film Studies
but not all is it degrading or oppressive: And if so, for all or just
and
those who object?
Anna Moscioni
Dean A. Lowe
Freshman
Senior
Political Science
Education

Coehrs' research
on name-calling
raises questions
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THEY
SAID IT

ITHREE

"We're very disappointed that [Jen Matheand Bill Wilson] dropped out, but
the show will go on.Maybe it's for the
best. We don't need anyone who waffles on their promises."

M

ACROSS
THE STATE

-Brian D'Aurelio, Gleek the Space Monkey

Jaws IV

There were problems with the
search, Stephens said.
COLUMBUS -- CompulerThe Civil Air Patrol began
literate Republicans can now
searching for Hysong's aircraft a
keep up with their party's latest
few hours after it failed to land in
news through a new online forum Jackson. Initially, rescuers
on the CompuServe Information searched only Lenawee and JackService.
son counties, along what they beRepublican Forum is managed lieved was his flight path.
But it was not until three days
by the Republican National
Committee and designed to get
later that the patrol received a
final report from Midwest radar
people involved in party activities, said RNC Chairman Haley
centers that showed the plane
may have gone as far west as
Barbour.
For $9.60 an hour -- or less, de- Lake Michigan. No one is certain
pending on the user's equipment the plane tracked on radar was
- CompuServe members can pick Hysong's plane.
up news releases, speeches by
That meant that if Hysong did
party officials, research or talk to crash in Lake Michigan, it was
other Republicans through an enearly four days before the Coast
lectron bulletin board.
Guard began a search - enough
Members gain access to the
time for any evidence to disforum with the command "Go
appear.
Republicans."
CompuServe began a Democratic forum last year.
Columbus-based CompuServe, Priest sex abuse suit
CINCINNATI - A federal
a subsidiary of H&R Block, has
judge on Monday postponed for
more than 1.7 million members
two weeks the May trial of a Philworldwide.
adelphia man's $10 million lawsuit accusing a Roman Catholic
priest of sexually abusing him in
Toledo pilot missing
the 1970s.
TOLEDO, Ohio - Jim Hysong
U.S. District Judge S. Arthur
climbed into his rented airplane
Spiegel granted a delay from
last year for a flight to Jackson,
May 9 to May 23 of Steven Cook's
Mich., where he was to take a test lawsuit against the Rev. Ellis
to become a flight instructor.
Harsham, the Archdiocese of
He never got there.
Cincinnati and archdiocesan offiHis family does not know what cials.
happened to him. They do not
Spiegel's order gave no reason
know if he crashed or landed
for the delay. But Cook's lawyer,
somewhere. His plane has never Stephen Rubino, of Ventnor, N.J.,
been found.
said lawyers for all parties
"There's no trace of anything.
agreed to the delav because HarThe plane absolutely dissham attorney Thomas Miller has
appeared," said Thomas Trumhad back surgery that could keep
bull, the plane's owner.
him off the job for at least
"We continue to search for an
several weeks.
answer for Jim's disappearance,"
Miller was recuperating Monhis father, James Hysong, said
day from the March 4 surgery,
Monday. "We spent a large part
said Kelly Johnson, another of
of the last year doing just that Harsham's lawyers.
b searching.... But to date, we
Cook alleged in his Nov. 12 lawhave no more answers than we
suit that Harsham sexually
did a year ago at this time."
abused him from 1975 to 1977
Hysong, 20, of suburban Sylwhen Cook was a high school stuvan ia Township, took off from
dent attending classes at the
Toledo Suburban Airport at 10:15 archdiocese's St. Gregory Sema.m. on March IS in a Piper Cher- inary in Cincinnati. Cook's lawokee Arrow for a 20-minute flight suit accuses the archdiocese and
to Jackson, about 55 miles to the archdiocesan officials of permitnorthwest.
ting the abuse by not adequately
A plane believed to be the one
supervising Harsham.
flown by Hysong was tracked on
radar from the Whitcford TownOn Feb. 28, Cook dropped Chiship, Mich., airstrip about the
cago Cardinal Joseph Bernardin,
time Hysong took off.
a former Cincinnati archbishop,
But the plane did not head to
as a defendant in the lawsuit.
Jackson. Instead, it flew north
Cook said he had concluded that
toward Lansing, then west over
his memories of alleged abuse by
Grand Rapids, before vanishing
Bernardin were not reliable.
from radar screens over Lake
Bernardin said he was blameless.
Michigan at 11:38 a.m.
The National Transportation
The remaining defendants
Safety Board could find no evihave also said they did nothing
dence of a crash, but ruled the
wrong. Harsham now lives in the
airplane was missing and said the Dayton suburb of Beavercreek
pilot was presumed dead.
and works in the campus ministry program at Wright State
"We searched for six weeks,"
said Lt. Col. Leslie Stephens, diUniversity.
rector of emergency services for
the Michigan Wing of the Civil
Cook said he only recently beAir Patrol. "We followed a lot of
gan recalling repressed memoleads and nothing really ever
ries of the alleged abuse.
came up."
Harsham's lawyers on Friday
Hysong had attended Embryasked the judge to forbid Dr. DaRiddle Aeronautical University
vid Spiegel, a plaintiffs witness
in Daytona Beach, Fla., for a
not related to the judge, from tesyear. He had begun flying from
tifying against Harsham at the
Toledo Suburban in January
trial.
1993.

Republicans on-line
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AP Pholo/Daylou Beach Ncwt.Journal. Jim Tiller

Universal Studios "Land Shark" makes a promotional pass down
Daytona Beach, Fla., as part of Spring Break '94 activities on the

"World's Most Famous Beach" Tuesday.

ACROSS
THE WORLD
Harding gets endorsement
TOKYO -- It might not have the
prestige of an offer from Disney
or Revlon. But one Japanese
businessman says Tonya Harding
has just the image he's looking
for.
"Tonya was made to be a pro
wrestler," Takashi Matsunaga,
chairman of the All Japan Women's Professional Wrestling Association, said today.
"She's about as tough as they
come and she'll last a lot longer in
our sport than she will in figure
skating."
Matsunaga says he's willing to
pay Harding $2 million to get into
the ring.
"If that's what Disney's paying
Nancy Kerrigan, that's what we'll
pay Tonya, even if I have to go
into debt to do it," he said.
A representative of the wrestling association has been sent to
Oregon to make Harding an
offer, Matsunaga said. He said he
hopes to meet Harding while she
is in Japan for the World Figure
Skating Championships, which
begin outside Tokyo next week.
Both men's and women's
professional wrestling are popular in Japan. Wrestlers have been
known to record hit songs and
become fixtures on variety
shows. One wrestler, Antonio
Inoki, holds a seat in parliament
on the Sports-Peace Party ticket.

"I think we have a 70 percent
chance of signing her," Matsunaga said. "Of course, she'd have
to be the bad guy at first, but I
think she can learn to be a heroine as well."

climb of Switzerland's
13,024-foot Eiger along its dangerous North Wall.

Hendrix inquest denied

LONDON - The attorney general on Tuesday ruled out a new
inquest into the death of Jimi
Woman climbs Matter- Hendrix, the famed rock guitarist who died in 1970.
horn
Kathy Etchingham, Hcndrix's
ZERMATT, Switzerland -- Reformer girlfriend, has been camcord-setting mountain climber
paigning for a new inquest. She
Catherine Destivelle of France
claims Hendrix died earlier than
has completed the first solo winofficially recorded.
ter climb by a woman up a trea"The death was all very dodgy.
cherous route of the Matterhorn.
don't think it should have hapDestivelle told The Associated 1pened.
He was in the wrong place
Press on Saturday that she
at the wrong time. He was with
reached the 14,692-foot summit
the wrong people," said Etchiof Switzerland's most famous
peak at 7 p.m. (1p.m. EST) Friday ngham.
In December, Scotland Yard
after four days of climbing.
announced it had reopened its in"It was almost all the time
vestigation of Hendrix's death.
difficult," she said in a telephone
The attorney general, Sir Niinterview from her base camp.
cholas Lyell, "has concluded in
She said her greatest concern
the light of all the evidence that
was falling rocks from the crum- this is not an appropriate case for
bling face, but that she avoided
the granting of consent" for a
getting hit.
new inquest, his office said.
Bruno Jelk, head of the ZerHendrix died in London on
matt Mountain Rescue Service,
monitored her progress. He said
the route she took, pioneered in
1965 by Italian climber Walter
Bonatti, is extremely difficult
and seldom used, even by teams.
He confirmed that Destivelle,
34, was the first woman to do a
solo climb by that route in winter.
In 1992, Destivelle became the
first woman to complete a solo

Sept. 18,1970, after leaving the
message "I need help bad, man"
on his manager Chas Chandler's
answering machine. He was 27.
The original inquest recorded
an open verdict, meaning there
was insufficient evidence to determine the cause of death. A pathologist concluded that Hendrix
choked to death after drinking
wine and taking an overdose of
barbiturates.
Hendrix apparently took the
fatal dose of pills at the apartment of his girlfriend, former
skating champion Monika Danneman, and was pronounced dead
at a hospital.
Danneman said she was
pleased there would not be another inquest, but was disappointed that Lyell had not said
more about his decision.
"I always knew this would be
the case because what I said 24
years ago was what happened,"
she said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

The IPC Club

Women's Basketball
at Anderson Arena!
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Agency offers options Personnel director
to pregnant students urges lateral hiring
byJImVlckers
News contributing writer

An unwanted pregnancy at any
time is a very difficult and emotional situation, but when the
woman is also a college student,
added pressures arise.
Some adoption and counseling
agencies, both local and statewide, have policies to try to make
adoption an easier choice for the
college student.
"I don't think it is hard to
choose adoption - it's just easier
to choose other options," said
Kim Harris, a representative of
Adoption With Gentle Care, a
Columbus-based adoption agency
that deals exclusively with the
adoption of infants.
Many of the women who come
to the agency are college students, Harris said.
"The biggest age group of
women we work with are between 19 and 27 years of age,"
she said.
The agency's social workers
are specially trained to help the
birth mother deal with the added
pressures that come with being a
pregnant student, she said.
"Counseling is the major emphasis of our organization," Harris said.
The agency also tries to help
the birth mother with housing
and maternity clothes, she said.
The birth mother is also able to
choose the family who will adopt
her child and pay for most of her
medical expenses.
The popularity of adoption has
dropped sharply over the past
generation according to a recent
research report.
The report stated that S percent of young women with unwanted pregnancies choose to
put their children up for adoption, while nearly 40 percent
choose to have an abortion.

Harris attributes the decline in
the popularity of adoption in the
past several years to society's
view of unwed mothers.
"There used to be a terrible
stigma attached to being an unmarried parent. The stigma isn't
that bad anymore," Harris said.

"Although they choose not to
parent their child, the birth parents can know that their children
will always have the possibility
of getting information if necessary," she said.
University students who are
faced with an unwanted preg-

"I don't think it is hard to choose adoption -it's just easier to choose other options."
Kim Harris, Adoption With Gentle Care
Many times pregnant teens are
peer-pressured into keeping
their child.
Harris said the agency does not
try to pressure a woman into giving her baby up for adoption.
"We try to give them information to make an educated decision," she said.
The agency works with both
the birth parents and adoptive
parents from the time they call
the agency and serves as a
mediator, not having a particular
allegiance to either party.
Locally, 10 adoptions went
through the county adoption
agency last year, according to
Susan Shanks, a representative
of the Wood County Department
of Human Services.
However, it is difficult to determine the exact number of
adoptions in an area because
many women put their children
up for adoption through private
agencies, Harris said.
One advantage of working
through state-licensed agencies
like Adoption With Gentle Care is
that birth mothers do not have to
appear in court to make the adoption official, Harris said.
Harris' agency keeps extensive records in case the child
ever needs information about the
birth parents for medical
reasons.

IIINIII

nancy have several places to go
to seek help.
The University's Women's
Center, located in the Student
Health Center, counsels pregnant students on their options,
said Sue Perkins, a clinical nurse
specialist at the center.
"I stress that this is one point
in your life that no matter what
choice you make, it will affect
you for the rest of your life,"
Perkins said.
Perkins said she believes
strongly that the decision should
be left up to the woman and her
partner.
The Link is another local
agency that provides counseling
to women with unwanted pregnancies.
"What we do is talk to the individual about what plan she feels
is best for her," said Linda Butch,
director of crisis intervention
services at The Link.
Counselors at The Link also
discuss any option the woman
may want to talk about and will
give her information on which
local clinics may suit her best,
she said.
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SPRING BREAK
IS NEAR!
The Kodak Fun Saver
It's the 35mm one-time -use
camera loaded with a 24-exp.
roll of KODACOLOR GOLD
400 film.
• Perfect for parties or
vacation picture taking
• Easy to use - just aim and
shoot
• Return the camera film and
all to dealer for processing to
receive back your prints
Try the film...
That's a camera...
Today I

The Kodak
Panoramic 35 Camera
Now get big, bright 3 1/2"x8"
panoramic prints with the film that's
a wide-angle camera.
• One-time-use 35mm camera
• Loaded with 12-exp. roll of
KODACOLOR GOLD 200 Film

Kodak All Weather
Underwater
It's the one-time-use waterproof
camera loaded with a 24-exp.
roll of KODACOLOR GOLD 400
Film
• Perfect for the beach, pool,
even snow!
• Watertight down to 8 feet

$11.50

>:■

$14.95

24 exp.
Less $1 rebate

3.79

100 ISO

-1.00

" "Ml uA

$2.79

w/flash $12.97
w/o flash $7.99

5BLCJE RIBBON PHOTO ■
Hours Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm; Sat 9am - 5pm; Sun 12pm - 5pm

B
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157 N. Main (across from Uptown) 353 - 4244
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Have a fun & safe Spring Break!!! From the BG News

by leih Barnum and Katie Simmons
The BG News
Classified Staff Council met
to discuss hiring people laterally to fill open positions
within the University and the
15th anniversary of CSC.
John Moore, director of personnel support services, addressed concerns that managers were not hiring people
within the University to permanently fill positions for
which they are qualified.
Moore said that although
Personnel Services would like
to see more hiring from within,
the decision is ultimately up to
the hiring managers.
"Hiring managers have the
right to hire based on what
they see," he said "As a hiring
manager, I have to have
someone I can trust - confidential things come across that
desk - and that person has to
want to work forme."
The ISth anniversary of CSC,
which is this year, was also
discussed by Bob Kreienkamp,
chairman of the CSC. He re-

ported that a memo was sent to
Lester Barber, secretary of the
Board of Trustees, with the
request for Kreienkamp to
speak at the next board meeting about the anniversary.
Kreienkamp stressed the
important changes and benefits the CSC has made in the
last 15 years and said he believes they should be recognized.
"We [CSC] feel that the University and the Board of
Trustees should be made
aware of the success of the
CSC and its accomplishments,"
Kreienkamp said.
In other business:
■ Plans for a child-care
center on campus are still underway. The committee on
child care is exploring several
options. The main option is to
raise $500,000 or the $1 million
needed to construct the facility, and request that the Ohio
Board of Regents match that,
amount with money from the'
OBOR-managed Child Care
Grants.
■ The issue concerning adequate parking, facilities was

again discussed after a member of the Parking Committee
introduced new ideas the
committee had for the improvement of parking.
■ The committee, again, is
putting in proposals to get
more state vehicle' parking
spaces on campus to leave student parking more accessible.
Talks of trading' the bumper
sticker permits for parking on
campus to hanging decals from
Inside the car have been approved and should go into effect before the next semester.
This would make parking easier for those students who have
access to more than one vehicle.
■Training sessions brought
up at the Feb. IS meeting regarding recommendations for
such classes as CPR and stress
management have been approved and will be put into effect within the next year.
■ The committee approved a
motion to change the rules
about taking personal time,
which state that personnel
must take personal time in twohour increments.

Professor will examine
mathematicians' work
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer
Charles Holland, distinguished
research professor of mathematics and statistics at the University, will deliver
a convocation
at 3:30 p.m.
March 16 in the
Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the
University
Union.
The topic of
the lecture will
be "MathemaHolland
tical Epitaphs:
Lattice Groups and Rubber Band
Symmetry."

"I think the biggest problem is
[that] I will be addressing an audience that is primarily not
mathematicians," Holland said.
"I will be trying to give them
some sense of what mathematicians do without getting too scientific."
The topic of the lecture also includes the examination of other
mathematicians and their work.
"The 'Mathematical Epitaph'
part of the title is when I will discuss the number of famous
mathematicians of the past, that I
have found, who have had ensrribings of what they have contributed to the mathematical
world directly on their tombstones," Holland said.

In June 1993, the Board of
Trustees gave Holland the title of
Distinguished Research Professor. This honor recognizes Holland's national and international
academic accomplishments
through both his research and
publication success.
Holland is also highly recognized as a respected "world
leader" within the narrow field
of algebra and the theory of
ordered' groups. He has been
credited with developing a
theory that proved to be the key
to understanding general infinite
ordered groups which resulted in
a tool that made a deep analysis
of lattice-ordered groups possible.

Crisis center proposes
sex violation task force
by Katie Carroll
News staff writer

The crime or date rape has
gained recent attention by the
BG Link, mainly because directors have seen a need for the
University to develop a centralized sexual violation location.
Statistics show that during the
past calendar year, 43 rapes were
reported by Bowling Green residents and students. Reports
released by the Bowling Green

Link did not indicate if the assaults were committed by
strangers or acquaintances.
Currently, the crisis intervention center is in the final stages
of proposing a sexual violation
task force to the department of
student affairs at the University.
If the proposal passes legislation, it will be established for the
coming fall. The center will hire
a graduate assistant in charge of
disseminating information and

resources to the victim or the assault.
The establishment will also
provide education on date rape
and other sexual assaults for
University students. "When students are assaulted, some of
them go to their resident adviser
or their hall director, who do not
know where to send the students.
We need to centralize the information," said Julie Broadwell,
coordinator of the victims' advocacy program at The Link.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Senate votes for environment
Bill urges cleanup of deserted sites

by Tara Stubbs
News Staff Writer
The Ohio Senate approved
Senate Bill 221 to encourage environmental cleanup, promote
economic development and discourage property abandonment
in Ohio.
The bill is now being considered by the Ohio House of
Rep rese n tat i ves.
Sen. Betty Montgomery,
R-Perrysburg, sponsor of the bill,
said more than 1,100 sites in Ohio
have been identified as contaminated and there may be as many
as 3,000 more.
The cost of cleanup plus the
enormous potential for assumed
liability has prevented owners,
developers and banks from attempting any environmental
cleanup. Instead the contaminated sites are usually left abandoned.
"The abandonment of industrial sites has turned once

productive manufacturing zones
into urban wastelands, laden with
crime and environmental
threats," Montgomery said.
"This legislation would encourage safe and timely cleanup of
these sites by removing the excessive regulator/ barriers that
stand in the way of progress."
Montgomery said it is time to
clean up the environment and put
the people of Ohio back to work
by transforming idle contaminated sites back into useful property that will encourage economic development.
Major provisions of Senate Bill
221 include:
• Protection From Liability. If
the cleanup is accomplished according to Environmental
Protection Agency standards, the

land owner will be released from
further liability. For the first
time the threat of liability from
banks and trustees will be lifted
and liability for contractors and
local governments involved with
voluntary cleanups will also be
limited.

will be required before industrial
can qualify as residential.
• Assurance of Safe, Complete
Cleanup. The Ohio EPA will establish an auditing program to

• Consolidated Permitting.
The permitting process will be
streamlined to help make cleanups easier and faster, which will
in turn benefit the environment
and the economy. Currently
cleanups often require several
different permits for a single
site.

ensure cleanup is done safely and
correctly. Strong penalties are
"This legislation was carefully
proposed for those who take adMontgomery said by protect- vantage of the voluntary pro- crafted under the direction of the
ing these entities from liabilities, gram by misrepresenting actual Ohio EPA to ensure that the
the bill will prompt the release of conditions at a property.
cleanup of contaminated sites
necessary funding and encourwill be done thoroughly and efage local governments and con• Tax Abatement and Finan- fectively to protect human
tractors to join cleanup efforts.
cial Incentives. A tax abatement health, as well as the environmechanism in the legislation will ment," Montgomery said.
• Clear Cleanup Standards. provide further incentives for
The Ohio EPA will develop clear,
individuals to clean up contamiThe bill has also received supprotective standards to ensure nated property.
port from several organizations
that costs and requirements of
including the Ohio Manufaceach cleanup are understood.
• Cost Recovery. Property turers' Association, Ohio ChamStandards will suit the use of the owners will be able to recover ber of Commerce, Ohio Associaproperty. Cleanups for residen- certain cleanup costs from other tion of Realtors, Ohio Municipal
tial use will be stricter than for parties who contributed to the League and the Greater Cleveindustrial use. Further cleanup contamination.
land Growth Association.

New Walmart Store Cleveland hotel
helps BG's economy presents Indians
baseball getaway
by Katie Carroll

News staff writer

Contrary to claims from area
businesses, the Bowling Green
Walmart over the last year has
actually helped the economy of
the Bowling Green community.
This past month marked the
one year anniversary of Walmart's grand opening in Bowling
Green. Since the opening, South
Main Street has actually benefitted from the store's establishment, according to Jim
Gunzburg, Walmart manager.
"It is absolutely helping the
economy," he said. "The area
around Big Lots filled in 100 percent with a new Wendy's and a
new video and grocery store."
Recently-established businesses have seen Walmart directly affect their customer flow.
"We have seen an overall difference in how Walmart has affected our business," Toby Sheline, the manager of the Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers loca-

FACULTY
Continued from page one.
two-thirds of the entire voting
membership."
Senator Stewart Givens said
the senate should just accept the
SEC/Olscamp charter interpretation.
"It's a new interpretation and it
doesn't matter if we like it or not,
we're stuck with it," Givens said.

tion on Main Street, said.
"We saw Walmart's influence
especially at Christmastime
when the public raised sales by
10 percent. It definitely brings
more people into town."
Walmart is drawing in customers from all over the Northwest Ohio area, due in part to the
fact that the store advertises in
Bowling Green's neighboring cities, Gunzburg said.

"We are drawing customers in
from Toledo and Napoleon into
Bowling Green," he said. "We
promote customer satisfaction
and low prices in our advertisements."
While Walmart is indeed helping the local economy, many
smaller businesses, such as Pills
'n Packages, 111 Railroad St.,
have felt a greater need to compete.
"We have a unique market on
this side of town," Diane Jones,
pharmacy manager for Pills n'
Packages said. "We are a service-

oriented pharmacy, whereas
Walmart is more retail-oriented.
"We have customer delivery,
we are close to campus," she
said. "We are also a walk-in business from students who do not
drive. We speoialize in service."
Larger businesses, such as
Kmart, have not suffered from
Walmart's move."We are not
concerned with Walmart - we're
doing well," said Arnie Schweiss,
Kmart store manager.
"Our business is starting to increase. We are actually doing
better than we thought," he added.
Questions have been raised,
however, as to whether or not the
Hills department store went out
of business last summer due to
the opening of Walmart.
"Almost 50 percent of the Hills
department stores started closing one year before Walmart
came to town," Gunzburg said.
"The opening of Walmart may
have been the deciding factor in
closing the store down."

Olscamp said he also took part
in the '84-85 charter revision and
the intent of the two-thirds vote
was to make it difficult to change
the charter.
In other business, the proposed
amendments from the Advocates
for Academic Independence, as
well as the Faculty Personnel and
Conciliation Committee resolutions, were tabled until the April
5 senate meeting.

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE?
Photo Special
Double Prints for the Price of Singles

24 exp. $4.99
36 exp. $6.79

byJImVickers
News contributing writer
As the major league baseball
season quickly approaches,
baseball lovers anxiously await
the return of warm summer days
at the stadium, rooting for their
favorite team.
For Indians fans who want to
make more than a day of the
game, the Ritz-Carlton in Cleveland is offering a "Major League
Getaway." The getaway package
includes overnight accomodations, valet parking, a baseball
cap, a lunch box to take to the
game and a complimentary copy
of the video "Major League,"
starring Corbin Bernsen, Tom
Berenger and Charlie Sheen.
"The promotion is to showcase
that the Indians are right next
door to us now," said Tina Biase11a, director of public relations
for the Ritz-Carlton.
The Ritz-Carlton is connected
to the Gateway Sports Complex
by an indoor, underground
walkway so people coming to see
a game from out of town can stay

Student Service Building

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS,
FLIPS,
SPLASHES,
AND SWIMS
NOW AT
SEA WORLD.
Get in on the fun of summer at Sea World
As part of the team, you'll enj0)

Prime time pay • Good hourly wages
Flexible schedules • Opportunities for advancement
FREE tickets to Sea World • Supplied uniforms
FREE admission while employed

si MMI:R «)• oi'i:\i\<;s

n n r\ n r\
8 am-6 pm M-TH
8 am-5 pm Fri.
9 am-5 pm Sat.

372-8498

by Matthew Fraler
news staff writer
The University mock
trial team ranked 12th out
of 32 teams in the national
championship Intercollegiate Mock Trial Tournament in Des Moines, Iowa.
This year the litigation
topic was aiding and abetting the commission of hate
crimes.
According to Robert
Holmes, an associate
professor of legal studies in
charge of the nine-member
team, students had to go
through an extensive
amount of practice. In addition, they also had to
research and rehearse the
parts they would be playing
in the trials.
"You spend a lot of time
practicing and going over
materials - there are a lot
of things you have to memorize," said Matthew
Hoffman, a sophomore
business major who participated in the nationals for
the first time.
Gregory Perryman of the
University won the best
witness award for both the
prosecution and the defendant's side. He had to
portray the roles of both an
evangelical minister and a
Methodist minister.
In order to prepare for
the tournament, Perryman
had to learn key biblical
phrases from the Bible,
Holmes said.
"He did an excellent Job
of learning both roles,"
Holmes said. "It was one of
the best witness roles I
have ever seen."

ORIENTAL BAR

TAN^ERrOPEN 6:OOAM
St. Patricks Day
("■reen Kggs & Ham!!
Until 1 1 AM

March 16 & 17
4:30-6:30PM
$6.99

now through 4/9/94

University Bookstore

overnight and get to the game the
next day without having to worry
about traffic, she said. The sports
complex and hotel are also connected to Tower City, a shopping
mall.
The price of the "Getaway" is
$169 and is available for Indians'
weekend home games. Guests
may stay an additional night for
$129, which includes valet parking and a continental breakfast.

Team
goes to
'trial

Food Service
Host Hostess Operations
Sales Clerk

Waiter Waitress
Custodial (day niejit)
Warehouse

Apply in person.
Monday • Wednesday • Friday HMMam- 4:30pm
Tuesday • Thursday 10:00am - 6:00pm
Saturday 9:00am - noon
1100 Sea World Dr.
Aurora OH 44202
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OF OHIO
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An Anhruirr Butch Ikcnr Park
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TROTTKR'S
TAVERN
Irish Music
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Downtown BG

Campus Interviews
March 30, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker**' is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 30, 1994 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, Ml 48226

jJOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSF and StPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Middle East continues turmoil
Suicide threats, protests plague region
by Arleh O'Sulllvan
The Associated Press
TEL AVIV, Israel -- Tens of
thousands of right-wing demonstrators, including many Jewish
settlers from the occupied lands,
defied threatened Muslim fundamentalist attacks Tuesday to
protest the government's peace
policies.
The army was on high alert
against the Muslims who threat-

ened suicide attacks if settlers in
five areas didn't evacuate by
Tuesday. Troops set up roadblocks and clashed with Palestinians in Jerusalem and the Gaza
Strip.
One Arab gunman was killed
after ambushing a jeep.
The government also broadened its crackdown against antiArab Jewish extremists, hauling
the founding father of the
settlement movement. Rabbi

Moshe Levinger, into court on a
relatively minor two-year-old
charge.
In Tel Aviv, thousands of
right-wing supporters gathered
to protest the government actions. They waved posters claiming Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin lacks the mandate to make
concessions to the Palestinians.
The protesters marched from
the city's main square to the
nearby defense ministry, pushing baby carriages, waving torches and Israeli flags and shouting slogans against Rabin.
They booed opposition leader
Benjamin Netanyahu when he
called the Hebron massacre a
crime but cheered when he said
"If we don't have the right to live
in Hebron, we don't have the
right to live anywhere in this
country."
Several demonstrators were
reportedly arrested when the
crowd spilled over from the
Kings of Israel square and
blocked one of the city's main
thoroughfares. Later, police
blocked off area streets as protesters marched to the defense
ministry.
Four people carrying anti-Arab
Kach group posters were also arrested, reported Israeli television. Some demonstrators
burned Palestinian flags, the television said.

U.S. ex-citizens
back extremists
by Din Perry
The Associated Press
TEL AVIV, Israel <AP) - Israelis often think something
must be wrong with Americans who leave behind the
comforts of the United States
and adopt Israel as home.
Now
Americans
here worry
they will be
viewed all
the more as
crazies after
the Hebron
massacre.
Public anti-American
sentiments
have been subtly supported by
officials and the news media
since Baruch Goldstein, an extremist settler who immigrated 11 years ago from New
York, killed 30 Muslim worshipers In a Hebron mosque on
Feb. 25.
The government, seeking to
defuse tensions and restart
peace talks, this week banned
two extremist groups with
American roots - Kach, which
was founded by the late Rabbi
Meir Kahane of New York,
and Kahane Lives, a Kach
splinter group.
Both want a Jewish theocracy in the biblical land of Israel and the expulsion of
Arabs. They grew out of the
Jewish Defense League that
Kahane founded before moving to Israel in 1971. Goldstein, who was beaten to death,
was a Kahane follower.
Of seven activists arrested

so far, three, including Ka
hane's son Binyamin, are
U.S.-bom. Media reports have
stressed the high proportion
of ex-Americans among the
groups' supporters.
"I'm terribly embarrassed,"
said Paul Laderman, 59, a rabbi who immigrated 20 years
ago from New York City.
"All North Americans here
have been tarnished" by the
extremists' actions, said Olga
Rachmilevitch, head of the
Association of Americans and
Canadians in Israel, an Immigrant support group. But it
came as no surprise that it was
someone like Goldstein who
was guilty of a massacre, she
said.
The organization says there
are 75,000 American-Israelis.
An estimated 30,000 live In the
West Bank, Gaza Strip or east
Jerusalem. Israel annexed
east Jerusalem In 1967, but the
United States considers it occupied territory.
Ehud Sprinzak, a Hebrew
University expert on Israel's
extreme right, said Israelis
looking for ways to distance
their society from the massacre find It convenient to focus
on Goldstein as a foreigner.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin told Parliament that extremists like Goldstein were
"a foreign implant."
Immigration Minister Yair
Tsaban was more direct,
warning of dangers posed by
'that gang" from the New
York borough of Brooklyn,
and calling for action to prevent more such people from
moving to Israel.

The government officially
closed the offices of the extremist Kach and Kahane Lives
groups after banning the two and
detaining or disarming several of
their leaders this week. Jewish
settler Baruch Goldstein, a Kach
member, killed 30 Muslims Feb.
25 in a Hebron mosque.
The PLO has demanded better
protection for Palestinians, rejecting U.S. attempts Monday to
restart peace negotiations. It

by Todd Lewan
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil Knife-wielding prisoners took
hostage a Roman Catholic cardinal and other human rights activists visiting a maximumsecurity prison Tuesday to check
on reports of overcrowding and
abuses.
Two inmates died in a shootout
during the hostage-taking, and at
least two police officers were
wounded, authorities said
The inmates were holding 18
hostages and threatened to kill a

1515 E. WOOSTER Model open
lorge two bedroom furnished oportments
ovoiloble with:
-Laundry facilities
located in building
-Membership offered
for the health spa
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The army went on high alert,
Israeli news reports said. Troops
set up surprise roadblocks and
searched Arab-owned cars.
In northern Gaza, two Palestinians hid in a gas station, opened
fire on a passing jeep and fled on

foot. Soldiers opened fire, killing
one gunman and seriously
wounding the other.
On east Jerusalem's main Arab
shopping artery, troops fired
tear gas at youths throwing rocks
at them.
In Hebron, the army briefly lifted a 19-day curfew to allow the
town's 80,000 Palestinians to buy
supplies. Soldiers carrying assault rifles patrolled the alleys
near the Tomb of the Patriarchs,
site of the massacre, and were
deployed on rooftops near the six
Jewish compounds in the heart of
the city.

travel through town in army convoys.
The Israeli human rights group
Betselem issued a report Tuesday saying the army and police
let settlers attack Palestinians
"with virtual impunity." Police
denied it.
"In every democratic state,
people demonstrate. ... Perhaps
some of my demonstrations were
also a little bit against the law,"
said Levinger.

He spoke to reporters in the
Jerusalem Magistrate's Cour.
where he was charged with defying an army order in June 1992 to
leave a closed military area. The
maximum sentence is six months
Settlers have been allowed to in prison and $233 in fines. Judge
move freely during the curfew, Zvi Zilbertal set April 12 as a
but are under orders only to trial date.
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guard unless they were given
guns and an armored car.
The uprising at the Paulo Sarasate prison, 15 miles outside Fortaleza, capital of Ceara state in
northeastern Brazil, involved
only a small number of prisoners,
authorities said. The rest of the
prison was reported under control.
Cardinal Aloisio Lorscheider
was addressing 100 prisoners
from a podium In the prison's auditorium when an inmate known
as "Carioca" - a convicted bank
robber and member of a Rio organized crime gang - snuck up
behind him and put a knife to his
neck, said police Capt. Marcelio
Silva.

♦

Globo TV broadcast pictures of
Carioca grabbing the whitehaired cardinal around the neck
and wrestling him to the ground
Another inmate held a knife to
the neck of a second hostage,
while a guard pointed a revolver
at the inmate's head.
Another guard fired three
warning shots. Twelve inmates
grabbed a guard and took a revolver and a rifle, said Silva
The inmates moved the hostages to the prison's central pavilion. They were being forced to
stand near the windows in front
of their captors, forming a human shield against police sharpshooters outside.
"The inmates won't budge In

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

♦
♦
♦

'NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
Ml Third St. Apt 4, B.G.
Resident Manager 352-4380

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦4>
♦

their demands, but we aren't giving in either," Silva said. "For
now, our orders are to continue
negotiating, and not to invade the
prison."
Radio reports said Ceara state
Gov. Ciro Gomes was trying to
negotiate directly with the inmates. He ordered two armored
cars sent to the prison, according
to radio reports.
Silva said the two-story jail
held 465 inmates. The CBN radio
network said the facility was
only built for 400 prisoners and
that 650 were being held there.
Silva said the hostages also included two bishops, a priest, a
state legislator, a city councilman, the councilman's wife, two
Brazilian journalists, two state
police colonels, a wounded guard
and six other people. Police negotiators with loudspeakers
shouted to Lorscheider "and he
shouted back that he was all
right," Silva said.
Two heart specialists and a
nurse stood by outside because
the 69-year-old cardinal suffers
from heart problems, he said.
Lorscheider, a native of Brazil
who was named cardinal in 1976,
is a leading voice of the liberal
wing of this nation's Roman
Catholic Church.

INFORMATION SESSIONS FOR
UPCOMING CHEERLEADER
AND POMMERETTE TRYOUTS:&

COMING SOON

U^^

seeks the removal of settlements
in Arab towns like Hebron and
international protection.
Four Gaza members of PLO
leader Yasser Arafat's Fatah faction attended an unprecedented
meeting with Israeli Labor Party
members at the Parliament to
discuss ways of getting the peace
talks restarted.
The Islamic Resistance Movement, or Hamas, threatened suicide attacks if Jewish settlers in
five settlement areas didn't evacuate by Tuesday.

Cardinal abducted in prison

HAVEN HOUSE MWOK

-Walk in closets
-Built in bookcases
-Next to campus

AF Photo/Mlchcl Eulrr

Israeli youths burn a poster of PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat during a right-wing demonstration by
thousands of opponents to the Rabin government's peace agenda in Tel Aviv, Israel, Tuesday. Prime
Minister Rabin is currently in Washington in an effort to restart the peace talks with the PLO, which
stalled following the Hebron mosque massacre.

CHEERLEADER INFORMATION SESSIONS:
* Tonight, TUESDAY, MARCH 15 - 9:15 P.M. at 116 BA Bldg.
* WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16 - 9:15 P.M. at 116 BA Bldg.

POMMERETTE INFORMATION SESSIONS:
* WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30 - 9:15 P.M. at 112 BA Bldg.
» THURSDAY, MARCH 31 - 9:15 P.M. at 112 BA Bldg.

(Last chance) you must attend one!r
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Robinson, Kidd Tournament time for BG
head squad of Women host Creighton
Ail-Americans
said her team can play anywhere.
"We will not be overwhelIt's a whole new ball game.
med by the crowd," Yori said.
With the conference regular "I'm not taking anything away
season and tournament cham- from the crowd, but we've
pionships in hand, the wom- seen it, and I think the experien's basketball team now sets ences we've had on the road
its sights on the national tour- will benefit us."
Creighton's strengths are its
ney.
BG dedepth - 10 players average at
least 10 minutes per game fends its
and its inside play.
26-3 overall
record toFlynn, the 1994 Defensive
night
Player of the Year in the MVC,
averages 14 points and seven
against
Creighton
rebounds per contest.
Kris Kugel, a 6-2 center
(23-6) in the
(13.8 ppg, 5.1 rpg), and Jenny
NCAA
Midwest
Olson, a 6-4 center (12.5, 4.6)
Flynn are the other two Lady Jays
Regional at
that score in double digits.
Anderson Arena.
The game that pits the sevBut the key matchup will be
BG's offense against Creightenth-seeded Falcons against
the tenth-seeded Lady Jays on's defense.
The Falcons score 80 points
begins at 7:30.
Creighton, which finished per game and shoot 48.5 persecond in the Missouri Valley cent from the floor, and are
Conference with a 14-2 mark, led by Talita Scott (16.7 ppg),
is making its second NCAA Michelle Shade (16.0) and Lori
tournament appearance in the Albers(12.6).
"We know that they're a
last three years. Like Bowling
Green, the Jays are an experi- really good offensive team,"
Flynn said. "We know they
enced, balanced team.
Unlike Bowling Green, average a lot of points and
Creighton will be playing on shoot a good percentage so we
have to work on shutting that
the road.
The Falcons, ranked 24th in down."
The Lady Jays have enjoyed
the nation by the Associated
Press, are a perfect 12-0 at a superb season defensively,
Anderson this season and have allowing their opponents to
won 20 consecutive games - score an average of 63 points
the best streak in the coun- and shoot just 38 percent from
the field.
try.
BG coach Jaci Clark said the
"They take a lot of pride in
team is thankful to open the their defense, they wear you
tournament in familiar sur- out with the ball," Clark said.
"I know they have good depth,
roundings.
"It's been our point of focus but I feel very confident in our
for us to get the opportunity to depth.
get back in the NCAA toura"That's been very key for us
ment," Clark said. "And being
at home is a great opportunity throughout the year and I
think we can match that."
and a great bonus."
Two of Creighton's wins this
BG would like to erase the
year and five of their losses
have come against NCAA memories of last season's
tournament participants. Lady NCAA appearance. The FalJay forward Becky Flynn said cons hosted Florida in the first
those games might nullify round last year, and lost in
front of 4,408 fans on a Gator
BG's home-court advantage.
shot with two seconds left in
the game.
"We've played some pretty
good competition this year and
I think that's going to help us
"Hopefully it ends (tonight!
with a great game and a great
out [tonight]," she said.
Flynn's coach, Connie Yori, outcome for us," Clark said.
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor

by Jim O'Conncll
The Associated Press

Purdue's Glenn Robinson, the
nation's leading scorer, was a
unanimous selection Tuesday to
The Associated Press AllAmerica basketball team, while
California's Jason Kidd was
named on all but one ballot.
They were joined on the first
team by Donyell Marshall of
Connecticut and Grant Hill of
Duke, both three votes shy of
unanimous, and Clifford Rozier
of Louisville.
Robinson was the first unanimous selection since Duke's
Christian Laettner in 1992. The
6-foot-8 junior forward averaged
30.3 points and 10.1 rebounds and
shot 49 percent from the field,
including 36 percent from 3-point
range.
"This is a very deserving honor
for Glenn because of all the
players I ever coached, he's the
best," Purdue coach Gene Ready
said. "This guy can do it all and
he's a great person besides."
Robinson, who led the Boilermakers to the Big Ten title, is
Purdue's first first-team, AllAmerica since Joe Barry Carroll
in 1980.
Kidd's selection gave California a first-team All-America for
the first time since Darrell Imhoff in 1960, which also was the
last time the Bears reached the
Final Four.
Kidd was selected to the first
team by 64 of the 65 voters on a
national media panel and finished with 323 points, two behind
Robinson.
The 6-4 sophomore guard led
the nation in assists at 9.1 per
game but the other numbers
showed his all-around game: 16.8
points, 6.8 rebounds and 3.1
steals. He and third-team selection Lamond Murray combined to
lead an injury-depleted Cal squad
to a second-place tie in the
Pac-10.
Marshall, who had 319 points,
is the first Huskie to be named to
the first team. The 6-9 junior
forward led Connecticut to its
highest ranking ever (No. 2) and
the regular-season Big East
championship. He averaged 25.8
points and 8.9 rebounds, was

named the league's player of the
year and defensive player of the
year.
Hill, a third-teamer last year
and the national defensive player
of the year, is the third straight
first-team selection from Duke.
The 6-8 swingman was the only
senior on the first team after getting 317 points, and it was his
veteran leadership that allowed
the Blue Devils to win the Atlantic Coast Conference regularseason title.
He averaged 17.3 points, 6.5
rebounds and 5.1 assists and did
everything the team needed,
from directing the offense to
taking over the game at both
ends of the floor.
"He's been incredibly consistent," Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski said. "I think he's
helped us become a balanced
team in not trying to take too
many shots and making sure he
was available to do the dirty
work and not just shooting the
basketball. He's really as good of
a team guy as we've had here."
Rozier got 26 first-team votes
and 198 points to become Louisville's first first-teamer since
Darrell Griffith in 1980. The
Metro Conference player of the
year the last two seasons, the 6-9
Rozier averaged 19.1 points and
11.2 rebounds to lead the Cardinals to the league title. He
transferred to Louisville after
playing as a freshman at North
Carolina in 1991 when the Tar
Heels reached the Final Four.
"It almost feels selfish to think
about yourself, but any award an
individual gets points directly at
the team," he said. "You want to
go out every night and try to help
the team play as hard as you can.
This means a lot though because
it shows people appreciate you
and makes you want to play
harder."
The second team includes Jalen Rose of Michigan, Corliss
Williamson of Arkansas, Khalid
Reeves of Arizona, Eric Montross of North Carolina and Melvin Booker of Missouri.
The third team had Bryant
Reeves of Oklahoma State, Murray, B.J. Tyler of Texas, Juwan
Howard of Michigan and Damon
Bailey of Indiana.

"Tic BG Nt w t/Roit Welnacr

Falcon guard Sharieen Hooper executes a no-look pass during
BG's quarterfinal win over Ball St. last week.

Tourney has Wisconsin look
by Arnle Slapleton
The Associated Press

ft*

*

MILWAUKEE - The state of
Wisconsin is sending three of its
four Division I basketball teams
to the NCAA tournament, including the Wisconsin Badgers, who
hadn't been invited since 1947.
"Wisconsin hasn't done this for
47 years. So, as long as you look
back in the history books, you'll
see our pictures," said junior
forward Michael Finley.
"It does lift a burden off the
program. It gets rid of a big stigma," second-year coach Stu
Jackson said. "I was not looking
forward to walking into the Field
House and playing in the NIT
again."
No. 19 Marquette, which won
the Great Midwest Conference,
made the field for the second
straight time. Wisconsin-Green
Bay, champions of the MidContinent Conference, made the

after 7-foot freshman star center
Rashard Griffith got hurt.
The Badgers got off to a
school-best 11-0 start and
climbed to No. 12 on Jan. 9, their
highest ranking ever. Then Griffith was hobbled by a sore knee
and bad back, missing four
games, three of them losses, and
playing sporadically and poorly
in others.
But the Badgers got in because
of their quick start, strong
schedule and victories over Big
Wisconsin-Green Bay made the Ten champion Purdue and MichNCAA tournament just one other igan, Jackson surmised.
time, in 1991, where it lost in the
Marquette, on the bubble last
first round on a last-second shot
"It's like going into a second by Michigan State's Steve Smith year when it got a No. 12 seed
marriage," O'Neill said. "You're The Phoenix qualified this time and fell to Oklahoma State and
eyes are more wide open than by beating Illinois-Chicago 61-56 center Bryant "Big Country
your first. Our players have in the conference championship. Reeves 74-62, was a lock this
time.
learned not to be caught up with
Wisconsin was one of a recordjust being happy to be there."
"What I learned from last year
tying seven teams invited from
Wisconsin (17-10) Is the ninth the Big Ten, despite an 8-10 was not to be a 12th seed," O'seed in the West and will face league record and a 6-10 stumble Neill said.
field for only the second time in
school history.
"I'm happy that three teams
from our state are in," Marquette
coach Kevin O'Neill said. "It
shows kids that there is good
basketball here."
Marquette (22-8) is the sixth
seed in the Southeast and will
face Southwestern Louisiana
(22-7) Friday in St. Petersburg,
Fla.
O'Neill has led the Warriors to
successive NCAA bids for the
first time since 1983. Last year,
they lost in the first round to Oklahoma State.

eighth-seeded Cincinnati (22-9)
on Thursday in Ogden, Utah.
Wisconsin-Green Bay (26-6) is
the No. 12 seed in the West. Led
by sophomore center Jeff Nordgaard (15.3 points and 6.3 rebounds), the Phoenix will face
No. 5 seed California (22-7) and
sophomore sensation Jason Kidd
on Thursday.
"I don't think we strike fear in
anybody's heart, nor should we,"
Phoenix coach Dick Bennett said.

BG hockey players honored
The BG News

BG defenseman Jeff Wells was
named to the 1993-94 All-CCHA
First Team Monday, the conference announced.
Wells - who led the Falcons in
scoring during the regular
season with 36 points - was
joined on the blueline by Ferris
State's John Gruden, who edged
\P ptwtWMIckael C.nroy
Wells by one point as the conferPurdue's Glenn Robinson throws up a shot during the Boilermaker's ence's top scoring defenseman.
87-77 win over Illinois Sunday. Robinson was named as a unanimous
The remainder of the first
selection to the Ail-American team Tuesday.
team consists of Michigan goal-

during the Falcons' 3-2 win playoff round. Petrie saved 50 of
against Ferris State Saturday, in- 52 shots in picking up two wins.
cluding the game-winner in over- His 3-0 shutout on Friday was the
time. The goal was his second sixth in BG postseason history.
game-winning overtime goal this
Forward Brian Holzinger and season. The other goal was his
Western Michigan forward Cogoaltender Bob Petrie were the third short-handed tally of the lin Ward was named as the cononly other Falcons to receive year, which ties him for third in ference's offensive player of the
week.
the CCHA.
votes.
Holzinger was named to the
Ward notched six points on
The conference also an- four goals and two assists as the
CCHA All-Academic team with a
3.28 GPA in business for a second nounced that Petrie has been Broncos swept Notre Dame in
named CCHA defensive player of their opening round series. Ward
consecutive season.
the week for his performance notched four goals during
Holzinger scored two goals against Ferris St. in the opening WMU's 7-1 win Saturday.
tender Steve Shields and forwards David Oliver and Brian
Wiseman, as well as Michigan
State forward Anson Carter.
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Martinez makes bid
for opening day nod
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Dennis Martinez, the 38-year-old
right-hander the Cleveland Indians signed as a free agent, appears to be the leading candidate
to be the team's Opening Day
pitcher.
"We have two or three pitchers
who could pitch the opener,"
Martinez said. "If they tell me to
go, I'll go. But there's still a lot of
spring training left. I don't want
to anticipate anything."
The starting assignment in the
season's first game against Seattle carries special significance,
because the Indians will play
their first regular season game in
their brand new ballpark.
Another candidate is Charles

Nagy, Cleveland's Opening Day
pitcher the past two seasons. But
he has been inconsistent this
spring.
Jack Morris, also signed as a
free agent, holds a major league
record with 14 consecutive Opening Day starts. But he has been
pitching with a strained ligament
in the elbow of his throwing arm.
Martinez pitched five strong
innings Monday in Cleveland's
4-3 exhibition win over the New
York Mets. He gave up four hits
and a walk, but only one run
while striking out three.
"He didn't have his best stuff,"
said Indians pitching coach Phil
Regan. "But he's a complete athlete. He held runners on base and
used his fastball to get people
out."

Martinez is 2-0 with a 1.80
earned run average over 10 innings in spring training.
Martinez has pitched previously with Baltimore and Montreal in his major league career.
He has 108 wins in the American
League and 100 in the National
League for a career mark of
208-165 and a 3.64 ERA.
Last season with Montreal, he
was 1S-9 with a 3.85 ERA.
"I came to camp ready to go,"
Martinez said. "All I needed was
some light competition - batting
practice and the games. But in
spring training, you've got to go
through the process."
He said he likes Cleveland's
AP photofSuun Wilih
offense, which is averaging sev- Houston outfielder Kevin Bass slides In Just ahead of Indians catcher Sandy Alomar's tag during the
en runs a game this spring.
second inning of Cleveland's 4-3 win at Chain O'Lakes Stadium Tuesday.

Injured Gant cut by Braves Kruk decides to
by Ben Walker
The Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. Outfielder Ron Gant, possibly
out until the All-Star break because of a broken leg, was
released today by the Atlanta
Braves in a move that saved
the team almost $4.6 million.
Gant, coming off careerhighs of 36 homers and 117
RBIs last season, hurt himself
in a dirt-bike accident on Feb.
3. The injury came one week
after he signed a one-year, $5.5
million contract.
By cutting him before 2 p.m.
EST Tuesday, the Braves owe

him only 30 days' termination
pay, about $906,593. Any team
can claim him off waivers until
2 p.m. EST Friday, but would
have to pay him his full salary.
If Gant is not claimed, he is
free to work out a deal with any
club, including the Braves, at
any price. The two-time World
Series champion Toronto Blue
Jays, who only have Rob Butler
and other youngsters in left
field, may be interested.
"Since he is unavailable to
perform as a result of this accident and, according to our
doctors, will be rehabilitating
for an extended period of time,
we have decided to take this

FALCONS VS. CREIGHTON
NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

action," Braves general manager John Schuerholz said.
"This is an unfortunate and
sad day for us, but nonetheless,
this is our decision," he said.
The Braves' decision may
have been made easier because
they have three top prospects Tony Tarasco, Ryan Klesko
and Chipper Jones - as candidates to take Cant's job in left
field. When Gant signed, he
was eligible for free agency at
the end of the season.
Gant, drafted by the Braves
out of high school and signed at
age 18 in 1983, has spent his entire career with Atlanta. He
has hit 147 home runs with 480

RBIs and batted .262 since
breaking into the majors in
1987.
In the last four seasons, Gant
has averaged almost 30 home
runs, 97 RBIs and 31 steals per
year.
Gant hit .274 with 26 steals
last season, helping the Braves
win the NL West for the third
straight year. He finished fifth
in the NL MVP voting.
He again struggled,
however, in the postseason. He
batted just .185 in the playoffs,
and hit .211 in three playoff series. He has hit .237 with no
home runs and four RBIs in
two World Series.

begin radiation

The Associated Press

CLEARWATER, Fla. - Philadelphia Phillies first baseman John
Kruk, who had a cancerous testicle removed last week, will start
radiation therapy next week.
Kruk will leave the Phillies spring training camp Wednesday and is
expected to be in Philadelphia Thursday for routine tests that are
necessary before the treatment can begin, team spokesman Larry
Shenk said.
The month-long treatment will begin Monday at Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital. Kruk is expected to be out of the lineup until
mid-May.
Doctors had given Kruk the option of having the radiation therapy
or waiting and then checking every two months to make sure he was
cancer-free. Kruk made the decision Tuesday morning to have the
radiation.
"I figure it's best to do it and get it over with," Kruk said in a
statement released by the team.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FIRST ROUND
NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN

at Anderson Arena
7:30 P.M.
ADMISSION: $3.00 WITH I.D.

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

SPRING
BREAK
Have Fun...
Be Safe..
Don't Drinl<
and
Drive
NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN

I
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NEVER AGAIN
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Buy your Books at

THE STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE

BX
l\o%% through April 2

Mostly used and , of course, the Necessary New Texts
-PlusA complete line of Supplies - BGSU Imprinted Sportswear
530 E. Wooster

990
Filet of Fish
Your Friends at McDonalds®

1470 E. Wooster St.

BX

«S£

353-7732 * Conveniently Located off Campus ■ Parking in Rear

IMZM

mum

Good Luck
Lady Falcons!
Pills 'N' Packages

Family
Pharmacy

111 Railroad St.
(Behind Hardbody's)

352-1693

Bowling Green

Two Pizzas

Sfvuxt
$ 1 Q 95 One U large BMY«r Own fAfAMks) \
I ut
S One 14" Large Two Toppings
w
*MaSI»Parto(Coc8-ColaeclasslctDrHst*2IB
I

Call Your Papa
FOP Fast Fres Delivery
Serving
Bowling Green &
BGSU Campus
826 s. Main

353-7272

Additional Toppings 90e ea

h
Qrnn

i •!■

(PAPA)

Exp. 4/30/941

one 10"Pizza ^f^
Two Toppings "to
Additional Toppings 60c ea.

Exp. 4/30/94

BG News
laVk^aV

(1) Tennessee

OA D1pl9

(16) MX ACT
(nlFUInl'l
(5) MississiDDi
(12) Indiana
ll\ 1 a Ttvh

(mSoulhMclh
1

Fayetteville, AK

MIDEAST

U1N. Illinois
m Vireirtia
(14)Lavnla(Md.)

(7) Geo. WishiriQ" ■
(10) Ali-Bbm.

Richmond, VA

f2)SnuihcmCal,,
fISi IMitland
(DPcnnSlatc ,

(9) Kansas
1
(5) Teas
(IflfolarnruSL
MlSetmHdl

nnvtnM
MIDWEST

Austin, TX

EAST

linOrrjmSl
rl) Iowa

(14) ML SL Man's
(7) Bowlint Grt

n

(lO)Craehlon

(13) Missouri

Video Delivery
Free Pick-Up
Late Nite Hours
1 /2 Price Late Frees
99 C Closing Special

■

1

Rent 1st video at
regular price get the
2nd for

99<t
| expires 3/31/94

I
I

99 «

Rent any video at regular price, and receive
second rental lor 89{
I LATE MGHT VIDEO
Not valid w other
coupon or special.
140 L WOOSTER
Excludes new releases.
1354-5288
Expires 3/31 /94

• NOTICE: Al 1 Mir
twvlci it rtf. 1 ■*"■ rl"

*"* Ben Franklin

• SamlirkkrllM
»yt nlttr in* It piftoar ■«*■

K

rktua
tutor fmwBtt

Spring Break Special!
FREE Double Prints
for BGSU Students
coupon expres 4/10/94

"not valid for
1 hour photo"

154 S. Main St.
Downtown Bowling Green
Open 9-9 Mon-Sat.11-5 Sun

WATCH FOR THE COUPON CLIPPER COMMING SOON ! ! ! !
WATCH FOR THE COUPON CLIPPER COMMING SOON ! ! ! !
WATCH FOR THE COUPON CLIPPER COMMING SOON ! ! ! !
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CAMPUS EVENTS
'NFMA*
MeetusatMT Muggsi
Si Paints Day March 17 7.00
'NFMA*
APrCS/Purchasmg Club
General Meeong
When Wednesday. March 16.1994 7 30 pm
Where: BA 114
Speaker: The Andersons
Topic Com modi Dei
Free Pizza and Pope
Are midierms mak>ng you HUNGRY?
The NonTraditional Student Association is
holding a bake sale today in the mam lounge of
the OH-Campus Student Center, ground Floor
Mosetey Hall. Cookies, cupcakes, brownies &
more go on sate @ 6 30 am and will be available ¥»n<ie supplies last
Attention Criminal Justice Mafoni
Tonight's meeting is cancelled due to scheduling conflicts with our guest speaker Next meeting will be March 30th with the C.I.A.i
Attention Accounting, Finance, Criminal
Justice, & other majors: The C.I A will be
coming to BGSU This is a once m a lifetime
opportunity Come out & find out about the
C I A., what they're doing now. where theye
going. & when they'll be hiring. They will a/nve
March 30th Read the BG News for more information. Sponsored by the Criminal Justice
Organization
BGSU IRISH CLUB PRESENTS
KATHY IRELAND TOMMORROW
ATMT MUGGS59 BE THERE
mm ML SUHPHISL
COLLEGIATE 4-H
TONIGHT!!!
Volleyball at the Rec
BethereatB:00pm

AZD * Alpha Xi Delta * AZD
Thank you so much lor ell your hard work in
rielp-ng me with the Spaghetti Dinner - Jana.
Renee, Sue M., Melinle, Emily, Stacy. Jill,
Tiffany, Shonna, Carrie. Lena. Betsy,
Amanda, Kim, Karl, Shannon, Danlca,
Christian, a d especially my Big - Erin - I
couldnl have done it without you1 Thanks
again- hoveya"
AZD ' Alpha Xi Delta'AZD
DO0B is coming Apnl i6lh
DOBB is coming Apnl 16th
call 2- 7164 or 2-2343 for info
DOBB is coming Apnl 16th
DOBB is coming Apnl 16th
ALPHA PHI * U Jodi Chapped " AL PHA PHI
Roses are red. violets are blue.
Bet you cant wait till you know whol
Welcome to the family! We're eiated to have
you I
Love. Big7
Attention Big Hairy Posse Members
JOCK STRAP RUN FOR FUN
Gleek the Space Monkey and The Fnendly Fellow will be running In nothing but |ock
■traps from West Hall to an unamed dorm
Wed March. 16 at 530 $2.00 geuyour name
written on Gleek or The Fellow's body Money
to benefit the Campus Escort Service
Jock Run Wednesday, March 16 at 5:30
from West Hall
Artenton Gamma Mu Tau
"Got My Own Thing" BABES
To. Tonya. Claudia. Shannon. & Gleason
Have Fun in Barbados*
Gamma Mu Tau Love A Mine.
Vanessa Klosmskj
* ' KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA * *
Together we are better
Together we have pride.
Together we have spirit
Together we will win BETA!
•"■GAMMA PHI BETA""
Congratulations ft good kick to Krlssl Leppertft Kathy Merves at Disney this summer'

Financial Management Association
Formal Meeting Wed March 16
730 pm McFail Assembly Room

Also, congratulations to Tiffany Law on being
chosen as a new USG senator Youil be a
great new addition*1
Love, Your Sisters

Guest Speaker: Paul Wmdish
from Huntmgton Bank
"Important meeting" All members
please attend

Ambassadors.
Applications lor executive positions are due by
5.00 pm on Friday, March 18th.

Friends of the Deaf
Happy Hour at M T Muggs
Wed .March 16, 7-9pm
Come join us1
HEY HEY HEY ONE MORE DAYi
UNTIL ST. PATRICK'S DAY. COME AND
CELEBRATE WITH THE BGSU IRISH CLUB
Al M I Muggs 5-9
PRIZES FUN GIVEAWAYS-WFAL Be there'
LAGA
Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Meetings even/ Thursday
8 30PMatUCF
Corner of Thurstm A Ridge

Amoassaoors.
Applications for eiecutive positions are due by
500 pm on Friday, March 18H
Ambassadors.
Applications lor eiecutive positions are due by
5:00 pm on Friday. March 18th

NCAA BASKETBALL!

Women's First Round
at Anderson Arena

BGSUvs.CREIOHTON
This is Jason Wolfe reporting for EAG
(Environmental Action Group)
Tomght Craig Wining [BG's Campus Recy
cing Director) speaks on exciting plans for next
year
And also Planning tor our awesome Earth
Week Ail welcome, volunteers needed or
people who want to get involved on local environmental issues here at BGSU. Be there, tonight at 9 00 pm. room 1003 BA. Earth . it's
our home, not just a planet.
WSA Coffee Hour
WSA Coffee Hour
WSA Coffee Hour
Jom us Wednesdays from 2:30*4:30 in the OffCampus Student Center for the World Student
Association Coffee Hour
Enrich your cultural awareness while
making some new friends!

LOST & FOUND
Lost- Cream colored char-pei wrinkle dog. Answers to Martin. Lost from S. College/Clough
area. Please call 3S4-730flw/any into.

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support A information BG Pregnancy Canter Call 354 -HOPE.
Royal Cleaning for your home cleaning
needs Thorough, reliable, experienced and insured Estimatesgiven 353-2008
Will do typing
Si 2S/page
Call Vicki 352-3356

TOMORROW 7 30 PM

$3 00 with Student ID.
Tick,- 372-2762
•SUMMERJOB!!"
Students who areFLUENT m Spanish with an
interest m the social services needed to work m
Fremont (30 mm. from BG)
Excellent Pay • Summer "94
2-2451 details
DISNEY SUMMER INTERNS
Need a flight companion May 17 ft Aug. 21
About 1210 roundtnp. Call Becca @ 2-5826
Do you play an instrument
or have a band?
ACOUSTIC ARTISTS NEEDED
play an Earth Day concert
Bnng demo tapes to 330 Union
Call UAO office at
2-7164 or 2-2343
ENJOY A SUMMER OF ENRICHMENT ft
FUN!
SPEND THE SUMMER IN MEXCO
EXPERIENCE FIRST HAND THE CULTURES
OF ANCIENT AND MODERN MEXICO THRU
TRAVEL AND STUDY. JUNE 27 - AUGUST 9
FOUR WEEKS IN GUADALAJARA AND
ONE WEEK IN MEXICO CITY. 6 HRS. CREDIT FOR 2 COURSES IN MEXICAN CULTURE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL PROFESSOR ANDRADE
372-7119
"Shamrock Special"
Celebrate St. Patnck's Day at The Greek Mart1
Reoeve 25% off anything Green! Thursday.
March 17th ONLY. Hurry in The Greek Mart.
119E Court St (near Mr Spots) 353-0901
Afraid of Walking Alone al Night?

PERSONALS

Management Inc.

Protect yourself against attackers' Did you
know that mace may not stop an intoxicated attacker? Pepper Spray will I Call » get your own
Pepper Spray for just $12 or just to get information about it at 354-1821 Use what the FBI ft
law officials are using across the country'
Alpha Phi' Julie Hach • Alpha Phi
Hey D-drjie Diddle. I love my little! I'm so excited to have you as part of my family. I can't
wait nil Thursday1
Love. Your Big??

Eff. apartment, 215 E. Poe Rd., starts
af $210/mo. includes all utik

JOCK RUN TONIGHT
5:30 AT WEST HALL
If© Big Hairy Posse will emerge from West
Hall around 5 30 tonight in nothing but |Ock
straps. Gleek ft The Fellow will then proceed to
run past the Union through the McDonald
cafetena ft back to West Hall So join the posse
A spread a little nakedness PLEASE COME
OUT - WE NEED YOUR 'SUPPORT'.
KKG'KAPPA'KKG
Congratulations toTracy Warmlngton on being named the Kappa Sigma sweetheart We
are so proud o' you1

Female Roommate Wanted • $150 a month
plus utilities Have own room; washer/dryer
available
Available immediately" Call
35400375pm- 11pm.
FOR RENT ONE OR TWO ROOMMATES
NEEDED M/f FOR MAY 1ST AND BEYOND.
CAN BE JUST FOR SUMMER. 2 BLOCKS
FORM CAMPUS OWN ROOM AND IT IS A
HOUSE. RENT IS $185 * UTIL. BUT IS POS
SrOLYNEGOTIABLE CAIL3S2-1939
PLEASE HELP"
Summer Sub Needed
House, own room A lull bath

MrF Call 353-4503

Congratulations to Erin Dewertf on her new
position as Chief of Staff tor USG. You've
worked hard ft deserve this honor.

Sublease Apt A on Buttonwood Now'
Can 352-5620 (9-5 pm.)
after530call352 2006

Congratulations to Kellle Lamb on bet new
membership mto Mortar Board Your sisters
are proud. Pres1

SuWeaser needed immed Nice apt
Call 352 6632

KKG'Mary Nestor'KKG
Bells will be ringing
at the house of KKG
Exactly one month,
a Kappa 0nde you will be
Your sisters are excited
to share this day with you
A special day at Kappa lor us.
but especially for you1*

Subleaser needed lor
142 Buttonwood Apt A
Starting Now
Drop by anytime or if
not home, contact Newlove
on South Mam

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GIRI
We love you'
S'-i."" ML- Jultr.&Koiy
INTRAMURAL LNTRIESDUE COtD3-Pi!ch
Softball • March 29. Men's Sngls . Coed DCWs
Tenms ■ March 30 All entnes due by 4 00 pm
on due date m 130 Field House
IPC CLUB MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 1TTH
7:30 PM 101 BA
MICHAEL SEARLE SPEAKS ABOUT HIS
CAREER IN SALES MARKETING
ALL ARE WELCOME!!!
M T Muggs is open all day on Si Patty's Day
from 11 am Serving Jiggs dinner, green beer.
ft lood specials ail day long Happy Hours are
W tho Irish Club ft WFAL.

Phi Mu - Phi Mu ■ Phi Mu
Congratulations to our President
Laura Schmidt on her induction
mto Mortar Board We're all very
proud of youl'l
Phi Mu • Phi Mu - Phi Mu
Students Interested In the Hospitality Industry needed! The Hyatt Beaner Creek in
Colorado Is hiring for Summsr, 15-7 hr
Cleveland Marriott East Is hiring for Summer ft Fall. Apply with resume @ 238 Ad.
Bldg Co-opOflice.X-2451.
SUCCESS IS IN SUNNY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA! THE SURVIVAL GUIDE to making it
your future Where the JOBS are, root, food,
phone, know-hows WE made n --- U can too'
For your copy of the SURVIVAL GUIDE, send
check or money order (or $9 95 to ISS. One
World Trade Center. Suite 800. Long Beach,
CA 90831
The Bagel Line
With your onoce of sandwich fillings
$2 50 every Wed and Fn $2 50
Prout Cafetena • 2<v3 floor Union

"ATTENTION"
VCT and DESIGN MAJORS
Gam valuable hands-on expenence m
your field' Help produce the university's
student publications. Work i0-l5hrs/*k .
Fall '94 Visit Student Employment.
lor job details and requirements
VCT Co-ops encouraged to apoy

THE BEST
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN BG1
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTS!
Panama CMy Beach. $139 that's all you
P«V
Daytona Beach, $99 that's all you pay
7 nights/8 days, all rooms Ocean Front
Call Scott or Luke 354-1626
Wednesday is Ice Night at M.T Muggs
1/4 lb. burger ft Ines $1 50
Attention Journalists..
The Sooety ol Professional Journalists Presents A JOURNALIST IN JAIL WITH LISA A
ABRAHAM reporter lor the Warren Tribune
Chronicle Join us Wednesday. March 16 at
noon in The Press Club ol Toledo, Toledo Mar
iott Portside Two Seagate, Downtown Toledo
Call BGSU SPJ at 372-6321 if you need a ride
or more information.

Two positions open for school year 94-95
Visit Student Employment
450 Student Services Bldg.
for job requirements and details.

250

COUNSELORS ft INSTRUCTORS
needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenitworth. NJ. 07033 (908) 276-0998

Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists
wanted lor Camp Courageous, a residential
summer camp for people with mental retardation and developmental disabilities. Contact
the camp director. One Stranahan Sq . Suite
540. Toledo. OH 43604-1900 (419)24? 4412

2 female roommates needed 'or summer 2
bedrooms, 2 baths $87/mo. AC. pool, shuttle
CailRoPyn@ 353-6607
2 female Sublease's
Needed For Summer
$122 50vmo per person Call 353 5626

Cashier applications now being accepted at a
sell-serve gasoline ft convenience store. Apply
in person between 9 am - 3pm at Barney's 181
1/2 S Mam St., Bowling Green.

2 roommates needed for Fall 1994 • Spring
1995. 2 bedroom apartment - washer/dryer
available Call N>cK @ 3530363

CHILD CARE NEEDED FOR ELEM
SCHOOL STUDENT BEFORE SCHOOL.
7:45 - 8:45 AM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
352-2192.

2 subleasers needed for summer
May 14-Aug. 13
University Courts 1445Clough
$600> person neg 353-9017
3 subleasers needed Large 3 bedroom house
Available in May Cheap rent! Call Jenna at
353 6307
Female roommate needed for August 1994 •
p July 1995 Own room m 3 bedroom house.
Call Dawn or Suzanne at 354-7905.

FOR RENT

Immediate openings lor qualified construction
Millwright's positions available
Fore
man/Labor Send resume to dept 7972. P O
Box 609. F mdlay. OH 45839

i82S.Mam- 1 bdm .newcarpet
Short term lease possible • $330/mo
Call 352-2223

Immediate need for a nanny in Perrysburg
Needed Mon . lues . Wed . ft Fn. 8 15 • 4:15
Non smoker, need own transp.. rel req Call
8720338

2 bedroom apartments
No more than 2 blocks from campus Available
spring and fall D&G Rentals 287 3233
3 bedroom apartment
Available immediately
354 6800 ' We do allow pets
309 High FREE HEAT
2 bdrm turn Free gas heat, water and sewer
Washer/dryer Close to campus Call Newlove
Rentals 352-5620. Our only office
320 Elm FREE HEAT
1 bdrm Close to Campus Furn, free gas heat.
water ft sewer
Call Newlove Rentals
352 5620 Our only office
353 0325 " CARTY RENTALS
Available 1994 95 school year - fuHyfurn
All units • 2 sem - 9 payment lease
321 E Merry - new 6 bdrm apt 2 full baths
309 i/2 E Merry - single rooms for males
451 Thurstm Apt's 1O8 ft 119. Efficiencies, furnished. Call John Nowlove Real Estate at
354-2260
801 ft 803 5th St. FREE HEAT
2 bdrm, turrvunfurn, washer/dryer, low
prices, free gas heat, water ft sewer. Call New
love Rentals 352-5620. Our only office
824 6th St FREE HEAT
2 bdrm Apt Unturn/Fum. Free gas heat,
water ft sewer Washer/dryer. Call Newlove
Rentals 352-5620 Our only office,
AVAILABLE MAYANDFALL
1 bdrm el* .turn 319 1/2Ridge St.
Call 352-9392. John Frobose
E ff iciency Units AVAILABLE
lor SHORT or LONG TERM
IDEAL lor Graduate STUDENTS
Completely fijrnished w/full CABLE
HBO. uM . phone ft use of pool
elltncl LOCATEDNEARCAMPUS
CALL 352 7365 or 352 1520
FOR RENT
1 ft 2 bedroom apts. fura'unlurn Available lor
summer. 9 mo leases Campus shuttle, heat
included WINTHROP TERRACED 9135
Furnished apartments. East Evers Leasing lor
summer and lail Utilities furnished except electric 669-3036

Applications are available at 129 College Park
Office Building and are due on March 31.1994

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST
Now renting for 1994-95
(12rrvsch. year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR ft 2 BR Units.
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352-4966 or stop by
the building. ■ 10

VAN DRIVER Part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Musi be between the ages of 21-65,
nave a valid driver's license ft excellent driving
record Submit resume to PO Box 738. BG
OH E.O.E.

FOR SALE

Jay-Mar Apts
The Highlands
1 A 2 Bed . Nice Amenit.es for
Upperclassmen ft graduates
Furnished, unfurnished start $350/monih
ph 354 6036

1965 Buick Skyhawk. Maroon, 2 door very dependable Must sell $2,000 or best offer Call
Amy at 2-1725.
4-PIECE BEDROOM SET

MINI $100 on ao
CALL 352 3746

MT VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST
Currently renting for 1994-95
Spacious, fully lurnished 2-bedroom
AJC. diswashers, washer/dryer,
1 1/2 baths
Call 354 0401 or stop by Apt 2

BUY MY STEREO!
1 need Spring Break cash
CD player, 2 tape decks, good speakers.
etc., Soundesign Rock System
2 yrs. old, good condition
$150 or best offer
372-5566

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DATE. Monday. Apnl 4
TIME: 1000AM -8:00PM
PLACE: Student Services Bldg Forum

i or 2 male roommates needed lor Fall "94 •
F Spring VS. 2 bdrm apartment- close to cam
pus Call Christopher at 353 8719

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home All materials provided. Send SASE to P O Box 395.
O'athe.KS 66051.

APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A
TRANSCRIPT (or copy of)
WITH APPLICATION

BARTENDERS. WAITERS/WAITRESSES
Cedar Point Amusement Park interviewing on
Campus lor Bartenders. Waiters ft Waitresses
Positions include Ops' APPLICANTS MUST BE
AT LEAST 21 YEARS OF AGE

No appointment necessary. Ask tor Ann1
For more information, call 419-627-2246

Woman's Gucci Watch
For Sale lor $200. paid $325
Call 353 6028

RESIDENTIAL STAFF: Minimum sophomore
classification Should not be enrolled in classes
or other employment during Program. Room,
board and salary
INSTRUCTORS Bachelor's degree required
m Mathematics. English, Science. History or
Foreign Language. Must be available during
the morning hours Monday-Thursday. Nonresidential, Sa'ary based on qualifications.

15 to 22 overweight men or women needed to
participate in our weight loss program lor advertising purposes. Must have 15 or more
pounds to lose Call for details. 354-4500

WANTED

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
Send long SASE to Country Living Shoppers.
Dept. Ui. P.O. Box 1779. Denham Springs. LA
70727

UPWARD BOUND
SUMMER PROGRAM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
June 26- August 5
The Upward Bound Program is a pre-coHege.
preparatory program and offers an on-campus
summer enrichment program lor high school
students Applicants should meet all requirements listed beow

Gam valuable hands-on experience
in your field1
Workapprox. 15 hours per week (or
UniGraphics
BGSU'S design and desktop publishing
service bureau.

Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. is searching lor ambitious students to fill summer management
positions m Daylon and throughout Ohio
Complete training and field support High income potential. 1-800-775-4745.

Two brand new speakers lor sale, as well as a
Murray mountain bike Best offer on both Call
Bob at 353 3413

Ohio's premier norihcoast hotel is now accept
ing applications lor summer employment The
Radisson Harbour kin Sandusky, Ohio will be
hosting a summer employment job lair on
March 22. 23. 24 at *te hotel Work on the bay
this summer' Competative wages, 'ree meals,
uniforms, and a seasonal incentive offered
Radisson Harbour Inn
2001 Cleveland Road
Sandusky, Oho 44870

"ATTENTION"
GRAPHIC OESIGN MAJORS

Alaska fishenes summer employment. Earn up
to $15,000 this summer in cannenes, pro
cessors. etc. Male or female
Room/board/travel after provided' Guaranteed
Success' [919)929-4396 on. A78

Hoier Blades lor sale men's size 5/women's
7 Proexcell$60 Call DAnna 352-9514

Office cleaning-evenings. 10-12 hrsrwk. Own
transportation required Call 352-5822

$750Avk. Alaska fisheries this summer. Maritime Services 1-208-860-0219.

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG
$$$ ft TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARIB
BEAN. EUROPE.
ETC
SUM
MER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED SUCCESS' CALL (919)
929 4398 EXT C78

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
Summer* Full- Time employment available
No experience necessary
For info can 1-206 634-0468 ext C5S44

National Park Summer Jobs
- Over 25,000 openings'
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc )
Benefits & bonuses'
Apply now lor best positions
Call: 1-206-545 4804 6x1 N5544

HELP WANTED

Make A Difference
Sexual offense peer education
group forming for Fall "94
Apply at 310 Student Services
For info call 2 2130

Pearl Jam
1 Ticket lor sale for the sold out Ann Arbor
show on the 27th Make offer by noon Friday
Call Todd at 353 4505
peart Jam

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hours/week, flexible schedule
$9 starting pay No experience necessary
Apoy soon Call259-1117

WANTED 2 or 3 roommates lor
I a I '94 & Spring 95
Please call Ta/a® 354-5117

FILM SALE -35m-lOOV24
$1.00
AFTER REBATE
THE PICTURE PLACE

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis.
PA. Good salary/lips! (908) 689-3339.

Now leasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments ft houses
354 8800' We do allow pets

Cobra 3 band radar detector w/wtndshield
mount. $120. 12" color TV. excellent cond
$110. Tom 352-3929

One bedroom apartment
128 S Summit lor Summer 1994
1-267-3341

Epson He Computer mcl all software Citizen
24 pm printer ■ brand new $550 complete
372-2660.

Summer Rental on S. College
1 to 2 person apt, price neg.
352 8553. ask lor Apnl or Elaine

Nissan Sentra '84 automatic, low mileage, in
good condition, ask for $850 Call 354-2900

COUNSELORS-TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP
Maine - Exciting FULL-FILLED summer
Openings: ALL COMPETITIVE TEAM
SPORTS. TENNIS. WSI ft ALL WATER
SPORTS. PLUS: Camping ft Hiking. Ice
Hockey. SCUBA. Archery, Riltery, A&C, Martial Arts, etc Top Salaries. Excellent Facilities.
Travel Allowance. CALL OR WRITE Steve
Rubin, t -800-473-6104. CAMP COBBOSSEE.
10 Silvermine f> . South Salem. NY 10590.

COUPON

MEDIUM -1 ITEM
PIZZA
WITH THIS
COUPON

Open 4 pm
Nonn Frl

«»> W"W
Additional I1»m» Or
0
8 S vl
tx

Sal 4 /^—X """ " ' *' "*
Sun. ^«
^ „

W^.

$4 65

neighborhood.

Cal 862-6168 FOP FrttDalvary |

1D3 N. Main II., Bowing Grain
BG's Most Award - Winning Pizza!

GREENBRIAR INC
HAS

Short walk to

Downtown area, starts at $265/mo.

;E
Management Inc.

CEDUt POINT
AMUSIMIMT MKliSMT

leasing NOW for FALLLARGE 1 bedrm. apt. located at
215E. PoeRd, $300/mo.

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of apts. we
have available.

•Vant * ejerwf .ob thafi" vt than mc-ey and
"C« experience1 JVant a jot //here you en make
~ f-« and e- By -ee Wne *,->
Cedar Por: i 3 500 ,o:i ■•*« w»- you're
oc< ng 'or gocc say. the r i"xe for a i_o«intiaJ
bo*ul hovsiri ivaiiab* -y 18 arc older).
.-; .abfe<vo'« v:*tence. a 'eceibon p/cyam and
i- e-tre ar-.n-ent pa-. iad beacr a enjoy
■.-e-/o-'eo-:-7
'.'.oo by ft u< to us at<„: the opoc-nitm

BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Monday, April 4
10:00 AM -8:00 PM
Student Services Building - Forum
Vou dot t -«»d *n *ppc V-itnt. rl »o- Hlrt
aMtltiQlH. pj«iit |.y ui » u it (41») a? 3345-

* New Kitchens * New Carpet * New Furniture
• Air Conditioned • Newly Remodeled Bathroom
■k Close to Campus

BUFF APARTMENT;
1470 -1490 Clough St.

,224 E. Wooster

I

"*

Management Inc.
1 bdrm 222 N. Church St.,
Affordable housing in a nice, quiet

-%

352-0717

I

